Abstract. Recently Alday, Gaiotto and Tachikawa proposed a conjecture relating 4-dimensional super-symmetric gauge theory for a gauge group G with certain 2-dimensional conformal field theory. This conjecture implies the existence of certain structures on the (equivariant) intersection cohomology of the Uhlenbeck partial compactification of the moduli space of framed G-bundles on P 2 . More precisely, it predicts the existence of an action of the corresponding W -algebra on the above cohomology, satisfying certain properties.
1. Introduction 1.1. The setup. Let G be a semi-simple simply connected complex algebraic group (or, more generally, a connected reductive group whose derived group [G, G] is simply connected) and let P be a parabolic subgroup of G. We shall denote by L the corresponding Levi factor. Let B be a Borel subgroup of G contained in P and containing a maximal torus T of G. We shall also denote by Λ the coweight lattice of G (which is the same as the lattice of cocharacters of T ); it has a quotient lattice Λ G,P = Hom(C * , L/[L, L]), which can also be regarded as the lattice of characters of the center Z(Ľ) of the Langlands dual groupĽ. Note that Λ G,B = Λ. The lattice Λ G,P contains canonical sub-semi-group Λ + G,P spanned by the images of positive coroots of G.
Set now G G,P = G/P . There is a natural isomorphism H 2 (G G,P , Z) ≃ Λ G,P . Let C be a smooth connected projective curve over C. Then the degree of a map f : C → G G,P can be considered as an element of Λ G,P ; it is easy to see that actually deg f must lie in Λ + G,P . For θ, θ ′ ∈ Λ G,P we shall write θ ≥ θ ′ if θ − θ ′ ∈ Λ + G,P . Let e G,P ∈ G G,P denote the image of e ∈ G. Clearly e G,P is stable under the action of P on G G,P . Let M G,P denote the moduli space of based maps from (P 1 , ∞) to (G G,P , e G,P ), i.e. the moduli space of maps P 1 → G G,P which send ∞ to e G,P . This space is acted on by the group P × C * , where P acts on G G,P preserving the point e G,P and C * acts on P 1 preserving ∞; in particular, the reductive group L × C * acts on M G,P . Also for any θ ∈ Λ + G,P let M θ G,P denote the space of maps as above of degree θ.
For each θ as above one can also consider the space of based quasi-maps (or Zastava space in the terminology of [9] , [15] and [16] ; cf. also [6] for a review of quasi-maps' spaces) which we denote by QM θ G,P . This is an affine algebraic variety containing M θ G,P as a dense open subset. Moreover, it possesses a stratification of the form
where for any γ ∈ Λ + G,P we denote by Sym γ A 1 the variety of formal linear combinations λ i x i where x i ∈ A 1 and λ i ∈ Λ + G,P such that λ i = γ. In most cases the variety QM θ G,P is singular.
Equivariant integration.
For a connected reductive group G with a maximal torus T let A G = H whereρ denotes the half-sum of the positive roots of g, and we view θ as the positive integral linear combination of (the images of) the simple coroots out of l. Then one would like to interpret the Λ + G,P -graded vector space IH G,P together with the intersection pairing ·, · and the unit cohomology vectors 1 θ G,P ∈ IH θ G,P in such terms. A complete answer to this problem in the case when P is a Borel subgroup was given in [5] . The purpose of this paper is to suggest a conjectural answer in the general case and to prove this conjecture for G = GL(N ). The relevant representation theory turns out to be the representation theory of finite W -algebras which we recall in Section 2. We should also note that our conjecture is motivated by the so called Alday-Gaiotto-Tachikawa (or AGT) conjecture [2] which relates 4-dimensional super-symmetric gauge theory to certain 2-dimensional conformal field theory (more precisely, one may view some part of the AGT conjecture as an affine version of our conjecture; this point of view is explained in Section 6). In fact, the current work grew out of an attempt to create an approach to the AGT conjecture in terms of geometric representation theory. We hope to pursue this point of view in future publications.
1.3. The main conjecture. In the remainder of this introduction we are going to give a more precise formulation of our main conjecture and indicate the idea of the proof for G = GL(N ). To do this, let us first recall the corresponding result from [5] dealing with the case when P is a Borel subgroup. In what follows we shall denote it by B instead of P .
First, it is shown in [5] that the Lie algebraǧ acts naturally on IH G,B . Moreover, this action has the following properties. First of all, let us denote by ·, · G,B the direct sum of the pairings (−1) θ,ρ ·, · θ G,B . Recall that the Lie algebraǧ has its triangular decompositionǧ =ň + ⊕ȟ ⊕ň − . Let κ :ǧ →ǧ denote the Cartan anti-involution which interchangesň + andň − and acts as identity onȟ. For each λ ∈ h = (ȟ) * we denote by M (λ) the corresponding Verma module with highest weight λ; this is a module generated by a vector v λ with (the only) relations t(v λ ) = λ(t)v λ for t ∈ȟ and n(v λ ) = 0 for n ∈ň + .
Theorem 1.4.
(1) IH G,B (with the above action) becomes isomorphic to M (λ), where
(4) The vector θ 1 θ G,B (lying is some completion of IH G,B ) is a Whittaker vector (i.e. a n + -eigen-vector) for the above action.
As a corollary we get that the function q a Z G,B is an eigen-function of the quantum Toda hamiltonians associated withǧ with eigen-values determined (in the natural way) by a (we refer the reader to [13] for the definition of (affine) Toda integrable system and its relation with Whittaker functions). In fact, in [5] a similar statement is proved also when G is replaced by the corresponding affine Kac-Moody group -cf. Section 6 for more detail. Our main conjecture gives a generalization of the statements 1)-3) above to arbitrary P . Namely, to any nilpotent element e ∈ǧ one can associate the so called finite W -algebra U (ǧ, e). We recall the definition in Section 2.1 (this definition is such that when e = 0 we have U (ǧ, e) = Uǧ and when e is regular, then U (ǧ, e) is the center of Uǧ). Roughly speaking, we conjecture that analogs of 1)-3) hold when Uǧ is replaced by U (ǧ, eĽ) (we refer the reader to Section 2 for the definition of Verma module and Whittaker vectors for finite W -algebras). The main purpose of this paper is to formulate this conjecture more precisely and to prove it for G of type A.
1.5. Organization of the paper. The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we recall basic definitions about finite W -algebras for general G; we also recall the basic results about parabolic quasi-maps' spaces and formulate our main conjecture. In Section 3 we recall the results of Brundan and Kleshchev who interpret finite W -algebras in type A using certain shifted Yangians and in Section 5 we discuss the notion of Whittaker vectors for finite W -algebras from this point of view. In Section 4 we use it in order to prove our main conjecture for G = SL(N ) (and any parabolic). One important ingredient in the proof is this: we replace the intersection cohomology of parabolic quasi-maps' spaces by the ordinary cohomology of a small resolution of those spaces (which we call parabolic Laumon spaces). Finally in Section 6 we discuss the relation between the above results and the AGT conjecture.
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2. Finite W -algebras 2.1. W -algebra. Let e be a principal nilpotent element of the Levi subalgebra l ⊂ g. Let U (g, e) denote the finite W -algebra associated to e, see e.g. [11] . We recall its definition for the readers' convenience. Choose an sl 2 -triple (e, h, f ) in g. We introduce a grading on g by eigenvalues of ad h :
The Killing form (·, ·) on g allows to identify g with the dual space g * . Let χ = (e, ?) be an element of g * corresponding to e. Note that χ defines a symplectic form ω χ on g(−1) as follows: ω χ (ξ, η) := χ, [ξ, η] . We fix a Lagrangian subspace l ⊂ g(−1) with respect to ω χ , and set m := l ⊕ i≤−2 g(i). We define the affine subspace m χ ⊂ U g as follows:
It is easy to see that
where C χ denotes the natural 1-dimensional module over m corresponding to the character χ. In this description the algebra structure on U (g, e) becomes manifest.
It is equipped with the Kazhdan filtration F 0 U (g, e) ⊂ F 1 U (g, e) ⊂ . . ., see e.g. section 3.2 of [11] . We recall its definition for the readers' convenience. We denote the standard PBW filtration on U g (by the order of a monomial) by
is the eigenspace of ad h on U g with eigenvalue j. Being a subquotient of U g, the W -algebra U (g, e) inherits the Kazhdan filtration F i U (g, e).
We also consider the shifted Kazhdan filtration F i U (g, e) := F i+1 U (g, e), and we define the C[ ]-algebra U (g, e) as the Rees algebra of the filtered algebra (U (g, e), F • ). Abusing notation, we will sometimes call U (g, e) just a W -algebra.
Let us extend the scalars to the field K := KĽ ×C * , and let ∈ K stand for the generator of
where W L stands for the Weyl group of l, and A 1 is the affine line with coordinate .
Given a point Λ ∈ t * /W L we consider the Verma module M (− −1 Λ, e) over U (g, e) ⊗ K ≃ U (g, e) ⊗ K introduced in sections 4.2 and 5.1 of [11] . As Λ ∈ t * /W L varies, these modules form a family over
Localizing to K we obtain the universal Verma module M (g, e) over U (g, e) ⊗ K. Note that a certain ρ-shift is incorporated into the definition of M (g, e), cf. the text right after Lemma 5.1 of [11] 1 . In what follows we shall often abbreviate M := M (g, e).
Whittaker vector.
Let t e stand for the centralizer of e in t. Recall from [11] that the collection of nonzero weights of t e on g is called a restricted root system Φ e , and the weights on p ′ := i≥0 g(i) form a positive root system Φ e + ⊂ Φ e . Let I e be the set of simple roots, i.e. positive roots which are not positive linear combinations of other positive roots. According to Theorem 6 of [10] , the simple roots form a base of (t e ) ∨ .
Let us choose a linear embedding Θ : g e ֒→ U (g, e) as in Theorem 3.6 of [11] . For a simple root α ∈ I e , we consider the corresponding weight space Θ(g e α ). The Kazhdan filtration induces the increasing filtration on the root space Θ(g e α ). We define a positive integer m α so that F mα Θ(g e α ) = Θ(g e α ), but F mα−1 Θ(g e α ) = Θ(g e α ). The following conjecture holds for g of type A by the work of J. Brundan and A. Kleshchev (cf. Section 3.7 below), and for all exceptional types according to computer calculations by J. Brundan (private communication):
is called regular if for any α ∈ I e we have ψ(F mα−1 Θ(g e α )) = 0 but ψ(F mα Θ(g e α )) = 0. If Conjecture 2.3 is true, then T e acts simply transitively on the set of regular functionals. Definition 2.5. Given a regular functional ψ on α∈I e Θ(g e α ), a ψ-eigenvector w in a completion θ∈ΛǦ ,P M θ of the universal Verma module M is called a ψ-Whittaker vector.
1 The definition of the module M (g, e) from [11] is (unfortunately) quite involved and we are not going to recall it here. On the other hand for g = gl(N ) there is another (in some sense, more explicit) definition of this module which we are going to recall in Section 3.
2.6. Shapovalov form. Let σ stand for the Cartan antiinvolution of g identical on t. Let w l 0 stand for the adjoint action of a representative of the longest element of the Weyl group of the Levi subalgebra l. Then the composition w l 0 σ preserves e and everything else entering the definition of the finite W -algebra and gives rise to an antiisomorphism U (g, e) ∼ −→U (g, e) where U (g, e) (see Section 2.2 of [11] ) is defined just as U (g, e), only with left ideals replaced by right ideals. Composing this antiisomorphism with the isomorphism U (g, e) ∼ −→U (g, e) of Corollary 2.9 of [11] we obtain an antiinvolution ς of U (g, e).
Definition 2.7. The Shapovalov bilinear form (·, ·) on the universal Verma module M with values in K is the unique bilinear form such that (x, yu) = (ς(y)x, u) for any x, u ∈ M, y ∈ U (g, e) with value 1 on the highest vector.
2.8.
Parabolic Zastava spaces and finite W -algebras: the main conjecture. We are now ready to formulate our main conjectures. We are going to change slightly the notations. Namely, the symbols G, P, L, g, p, l will denote the same things as in the introduction. However, we are now going to denote by e the principal nilpotent element in the Langlands dual Lie algebraľ ⊂ g; similarly, M will now denote the universal Verma module over U (ǧ, e). Note that in this case M becomes naturally graded by Λ + G,P . Also, the universal coefficient field K is now nothing else but the field K L×C * which appeared in the introduction. With these conventions we formulate the following Conjecture 2.9.
(1) There is an isomorphism Ψ of Λ G,P -graded K-vector spaces IH G,P and M ; in particular, there is a natural U (ǧ, e)-action on IH G,P .
(2) The isomorphism Ψ takes the vector θ∈Λ G,P 1 θ ∈ θ∈Λ G,P IH θ G,P to a ψ-Whittaker vector w ∈ θ∈Λ G,P M θ for certain regular functional ψ.
In what follows we shall give a more precise formulation of this conjecture when g is of type A (in that case we shall also prove the conjecture). In particular, we shall specify the regular functional ψ in that case.
Shifted Yangians and finite W -algebras
In this Section we recall an explicit realization of finite W -algebras in type A using shifted Yangians (due to Brundan and Kleshchev).
Recall the shifted Yangian Y π (gl n ) introduced by J. Brundan and A. Kleshchev (see [12] and [18] ). It is an associative C[ ]-algebra with generators d (r) 
i , e
We introduce the generating series
, and also
3.2. W -algebra U (g, e) and its universal Verma module. Let p ⊂ g := gl N = End (W ) be the parabolic subalgebra preserving the flag 0 ⊂ W 1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ W n−1 ⊂ W . Here W = w 1 , . . . , w N , and W i = w 1 , . . . , w p 1 +...+p i . Let e be a principal nilpotent element of a Levi factor l of p. Let U (g, e) denote the finite W -algebra associated to e, see e.g. [12] . It is equipped with the Kazhdan filtration F 0 U (g, e) ⊂ F 1 U (g, e) ⊂ . . ., see e.g. section 3.2 of [12] . We also consider the shifted Kazhdan filtration F i U (g, e) := F i+1 U (g, e), and we define the C[ ]-algebra U (g, e) as the Rees algebra of the filtered algebra (U (g, e), F • ). Abusing notation, we will sometimes call U (g, e) just a W -algebra. According to section 3.4 of [12] ,
Let us denote the standard coordinates in the diagonal Cartan subalgebra t of gl N by x 1 , . . . , x N . Then the universal Verma module M = M (gl N , e) over U (g, e) ⊗ K is a vector space over the field K of rational functions in , x 1 , . . . , x N symmetric in the groups (
Verma module with the extended scalars.
3.3. The Gelfand-Tsetlin module. According to [18] , the module M ′ admits a rather explicit description. More precisely, the authors of [18] construct a Gelfand-Tsetlin module V over U (g, e)⊗ K ′ equipped with a Gelfand-Tsetlin base numbered by the Gelfand-Tsetlin patterns, and write down explicitly the matrix coefficients of the generators of U (g, e) in this base. We recall these results here. (3.15) ). The corresponding base element ξ Λ = ξ Λ( d) will be denoted by ξ d for short.
Thus, the set {ξ d } (over all collections d) forms a basis of V .
We have used the following notation: given d,
Also, for n ≥ i ≥ j we introduce the monic polynomials λ ij (u) := (u + λ
ij ). Finally, we define the action of the generators of U (gl N , e) on V by their matrix elements in the Gelfand-Tsetlin base:
ij + 1 for certain j ≤ i. All the other matrix coefficients of e (s)
vanish. The following Proposition is taken from [18] . 18) for i = 1, . . . , n, and
, (3.19)
, (3.20)
ij ± 1. Proof. The formulas (3.19) and (3.16) (resp. (3.20) and (3.17)) are equivalent by the Lagrange interpolation. So if suffices to prove that the formulas (3.18), (3.19) , (3.20) give rise to the action of U (gl N , e) ⊗ K ′ on V . Now V admits a certain integral form over C[ ±1 , x 1 , . . . , x N ] which can be specialized to the values of parameters x i satisfying certain integrality and positivity conditions. These specializations admit finite-dimensional subspaces spanned by certain finite subsets of the Gelfand-Tsetlin base. Theorem 4.1 of [18] describes the action of U (gl N , e) in these finite-dimensional subspaces by the formulas (3.18), (3.19) , (3.20) . It follows that the action of generators given by (3.18), (3.19) , (3.20) in these subspaces satisfies the relations of U (gl N , e). For each given d, both d and d ± δ (a) ij enter the above finite subsets for quite a few specializations: more precisely, the set of special values of x 1 , . . . , x N such that both d and d ± δ Proof. First, V is an irreducible module over U (gl N , e) ⊗ K ′ . In effect, by Proposition 3.4 the Gelfand-Tsetlin subalgebra of U (gl N , e) ⊗ K ′ generated by d (r) i acts diagonally in the Gelfand-Tsetlin base with pairwise distinct eigenvalues. Therefore, it suffices to check the following two things:
(
Both follow directly from the formulas (3.16), (3.17) . Second, M ′ is an irreducible module over U (gl N , e) ⊗ K ′ . In effect, for a general highest weight Λ ∈ t * /W L the Verma module M (− −1 Λ, e) is irreducible according to [11] . Hence the universal Verma module is irreducible as well. Now to construct the desired isomorphism M ′ ∼ −→V it suffices to produce a nonzero homomorphism M ′ → V . By the universal property of Verma modules, it suffices to identify the highest weights of M ′ and V . By the argument in the proof of Theorem 5.5 of [11] , d Recall that the Galois group of K ′ over K is W L . By the irreducibility of U (gl N , e) ⊗ K ′ -module V , there is a unique semilinear action of W L on V intertwining the action of U (gl N , e) ⊗ K ′ , and trivial on the highest vector ξ 0 . Corollary 3.6. The universal Verma module M (gl N , e) is isomorphic to V W L .
3.7.
The characters of positive subalgebra. Recall the notations of [11] . So t stands for the diagonal Cartan subalgebra of g, and t e stands for the centralizer of e in t, and g e stands for the centralizer of e in g. The collection Φ e of non-zero weights of t e on g is a restricted root system, see e.g. section 3.1 of [11] . The roots appearing in p ′ ⊂ g form a system Φ e + ⊂ Φ e of positive roots. Let us denote by g e + ⊂ g e the subspace spanned by the positive root vectors. Recall a linear space embedding Θ : g e ֒→ U (g, e) of Theorem 3.6 of [11] . We define U + (g, e) as the subalgebra of U (g, e) generated by Θ(g e + ). In terms of the shifted Yangian, U + (g, e) is generated by {e
We are interested in the (additive) characters of U + (g, e), that is maximal ideals of U + (g, e) ad := U + (g, e)/[U + (g, e), U + (g, e)]. We have U + (g, e) ad ≃ Sym(Θ(g e + ) ad ) where
]. In terms of roots, Θ(g e + ) ad is spanned by the simple positive root spaces in Θ(g e + ). In terms of the shifted Yangian, Θ(g e + ) ad is spanned by {e
The Kazhdan filtration induces the increasing filtration on the root space Θ(g e α ) for a simple positive root α ∈ Φ e + . In terms of the shifted Yangian, F r Θ(g e α i ) is spanned by {e
For a simple root α we define m α so that F mα Θ(g e α ) = Θ(g e α ), but F mα−1 Θ(g e α ) = Θ(g e α ). Clearly, for α = α i we have m α i = p i+1 . We say that an additive character χ : U + (g, e) → C( ), that is a linear function Θ(g e + ) ad → C( ), is regular if χ(F mα−1 Θ(g e α )) = 0, but χ(F mα Θ(g e α )) = 0 for any simple root α. Let T e stand for the centralizer of e in the diagonal torus of G. Then the adjoint action of T e on the set of regular characters is transitive. We specify one particular regular character in terms of the shifted Yangian: χ (e (s)
Definition 3.8. The Whittaker vector w ∈ M in a completion of the universal Verma module (the product of the weight spaces) is the unique eigenvector for U + (g, e) with the eigenvalue χ whose highest weight component coincides with the highest vector. For a weight d we denote by w d the weight d component of w.
3.9.
The Shapovalov form in terms of shifted Yangians. We consider the antiinvolution ς :
. This is nothing else than the composition of isomorphism (2.35) of [12] and anti-isomorphism (2.39) of [12] . It descends to the same named antiinvolution ς : U (g, e) → U (g, e). According to section 3.5 of [12] , this antiinvolution can be alternatively described as follows. Let σ stand for the Cartan antiinvolution of g (transposition). Let w l 0 stand for the adjoint action of a representative of the longest element of the Weyl group of the Levi subalgebra l. Then the composition w l 0 σ preserves e and everything else entering the definition of the finite Walgebra and gives rise to an antiisomorphism U (g, e) ∼ −→U (g, e) where U (g, e) (see Section 2.2 of [11] ) is defined just as U (g, e), only with left ideals replaced by right ideals. Composing this antiisomorphism with the isomorphism U (g, e) ∼ −→U (g, e) of Corollary 2.9 of [11] we obtain an antiinvolution of U (g, e). This antiinvolution coincides with ς. C( , x 1 , . . . , x n ) is the unique bilinear form such that (x, yu) = (ς(y)x, u) for any x, u ∈ M, y ∈ U (g, e), with value 1 on the highest vector.
Parabolic Laumon spaces and correspondences: proof of the main conjecture for G = GL(n)
In this section we prove Conjecture 2.9 for G = GL N . Note that in this case G ≃Ǧ, P ≃ P , L ≃Ľ, T ≃Ť .
4.1.
We recall the setup of [17] . Let C be a smooth projective curve of genus zero. We fix a coordinate z on C, and consider the action of C * on C such that v(z) = v −1 z. We have C C * = {0, ∞}.
We consider an N -dimensional vector space W with a basis w 1 , . . . , w N . This defines a Cartan torus T ⊂ G = GL N = Aut(W ) acting on W as follows: for T ∋ t = (t 1 , . . . , t N ) we have t(w i ) = t i w i . 
We fix an
It is known to be a smooth connected projective variety of dimension dim(G/P ) + 
such that W i ⊂ W is a vector subbundle in a neighbourhood of ∞ ∈ C, and the fiber of W i at ∞ equals the span w 1 , . . . , w p 1 +...+p i ⊂ W .
It is known to be a smooth connected quasiprojective variety of dimension
G,P and according to A. Kuznetsov, this morphism is a small resolution of singularities (cf. Remark after Theorem 7.3 of [9] ), so that 
ij . Abusing notation we denote by d the corresponding T × C * -fixed point in Q d : 
The correspondence E d,i comes equipped with a natural line bundle L i whose fiber at a point
and L i are isomorphic as line bundles but the equivariant structure of L ′ i is obtained from the equivariant structure of L i by the twist by the character q 1−i .
Finally, we have a transposed correspondence
It is a smooth quasiprojective variety of dimension
We consider the following generating series of operators on IH G,P,T :
3) where 1 ≤ k ≤ n and
We also introduce the auxiliary series B k (u), C k (u) by the formulas (3.13), (3.14).
The following Theorem is a straightforward generalization of Theorem 2.9 and the proof of Theorem 2.12 of [17] , which are in turn its particular case for p 1 = . . . = p n = 1. 
Furthermore, the eigenvalue of 1 d+i , having degree 0, must be a constant multiple of 1 d . More precisely, we decompose the projection p :
, and further projection pr :
is well defined in nonlocalized equivariant cohomology, and for the degree reasons must take 1 d+i to a constant multiple c of the unit class in the equivariant cohomology of Q d × (C − ∞). Furthermore, pr * c = −1 c1 d . So it remains to calculate the constant c. This can be done over the open subset U ⊂ Q d where W i /W i−1 has no torsion, and hence p × r is a fibration with a fiber P p i −1 . More precisely, the correspondence E d,i over U × (C − ∞) is just the projectivized vector bundle P(W i /W i−1 ), and L i is nothing else than O(1). We conclude that c = 1. The proposition is proved.
Proof. Evidently, the operators f Thus we have fully proved Conjecture 2.9 for g = gl(N ).
6. Relation to the AGT conjecture 6.1. The Uhlenbeck spaces of A 2 . Let G be an almost simple simply connected complex algebraic group with maximal torus T and let g, t be the corresponding Lie algebras. For an integer a ≥ 0 let Bun d G (A 2 ) denote the moduli space of principal G-bundles on P 2 of second Chern class a with a chosen trivialization at infinity (i.e. a trivialization on the "infinite" line P 1
∞ ) It is shown in [8] that this space has the following properties: a) Bun In [8] we construct an affine scheme
as a dense open subset which we are going to call the Uhlenbeck space of bundles on A 2 . algebra is just the algebra of polynomial functions on g × gl(2) which are invariant under the adjoint action. We denote by K G×GL(2) its field of fractions and we let
We also set IH aff G to be the direct sum of all the IH d,aff
G . This is a vector space over K G×GL(2) which informally we may think of as a family of vector spaces parametrized by a ∈ t/W and (ε 1 , ε 2 ) ∈ C 2 /Z 2 . Also, each IH d G is endowed with a perfect symmetric pairing ·, · , which is equal to the Poincaré pairing multiplied by (−1)ȟ d .
Consider now the case G = SL(2). Then we can identify the Cartan subalgebra h of sl(2) with C. Thus a ∈ h can be thought of as a complex number.
Warning. It is important to note that if we think about a as a weight of the Langlands dual sl(2)-algebra with standard generators e, h, f , then by definition the value of this weight on h is equal to α(a) = 2a (where α denotes the simple root of sl (2) . This observation will be used below.
Let Vir denote the Virasoro Lie algebra; it has the standard generators {L n } n∈Z and c where c is central and L n 's satisfy the standard relations.
Given a field K of characteristic 0, for every ∆ ∈ K, c ∈ K we may consider the Verma module M ∆,c over Vir on which c acts by c and which is generated by a vector m ∆,c such that In addition the module M ∆,c possesses unique symmetric bilinear form ·, · such that m ∆,c , m ∆,c = 1 and L n is adjoint to L −n . Then the AGT conjecture implies the following (the statement below is often referred to as "non-conformal limit" of the AGT conjecture, cf. [24] ):
In other words,
In fact, it is quite natural to expect that the following stronger result holds:
Conjecture 6.5.
(1) There exists an action of the Virasoro algebra Vir on IH G such that with this action IH aff G becomes isomorphic to M ∆,c where (2) The intersection pairing is Vir-invariant, i.e. the adjoint operator to
One can generalize Conjecture 6.4 and Conjecture 6.5 to arbitrary G. We are not going to give details here, but let us stress one thing: when G is simply laced the Virasoro algebra Vir has to be replaced by the W -algebra corresponding to the affine Lie algebra g aff ; in fact for general G (not necessarily simply laced) we believe that the W -algebra associated with the Langlands dual affine Lie algebra g ∨ aff should appear (cf. the next subsection for some motivation). In other words, we expect that for general G the space IH G carries a natural action of the W -algebra W (g ∨ aff ), which makes it into a Verma module over this algebra; analogs of properties 2,3,4 above are also expected 2 . It is easy to deduce from the results of [8] that the character of IH G is equal to the character of the Verma module for the W -algebra.
Before we explain the connection of Conjecture 6.5 with the rest of the paper, let us recall some (known) modification of it.
6.6. The flag case. Choose a parabolic subgroup P ⊂ G and let C denote the "horizontal" line in P 2 (i.e. we choose a straight line in P 2 different from the one at infinity and call). Let Bun G,P denote the moduli space of the following objects:
1) A principal G-bundle F G on P 2 ; 2) A trivialization of F G on P 1 ∞ ; 3) A reduction of F G to P on C compatible with the trivialization of F G on C. Let us describe the connected components of Bun G,P . We are going to use the notations of Section 1.1. Let also Λ aff G,P = Λ G,P × Z be the lattice of characters of Z(Ľ) × C * . Note that Λ aff G,G = Z. The lattice Λ aff G,P contains canonical semi-group Λ aff,+ G,P of positive elements (cf. [8] ). It is not difficult to see that the connected components of Bun G,P are parameterized by the elements of Λ aff,+ G,P :
Bun G,P = θ aff ∈Λ aff,+ G,P Bun θ aff G,P .
Typically, for θ aff ∈ Λ aff G,P we shall write θ aff = (θ, d) where θ ∈ Λ G,P and d ∈ Z. Each Bun θ aff G,P is naturally acted upon by P × (C * ) 2 ; embedding L into P we get an action of L × (C * ) 2 on Bun θ aff G,P . In [8] we define for each θ aff ∈ Λ aff,+ G,P certain Uhlenbeck scheme U 2 A modification of this conjecture exists also for g = gl(N ); this conjecture will be proved in [25] . Remark. In addition to [5] and [7] various examples of functions Z aff G,P were studied recently in the physical literature (cf. for example [1] , [3] ) as (the instanton part of) the Nekrasov partition function in the presence of surface operators.
One should think of Z aff G,P as a formal power series in q aff ∈ Z(Ľ) × C * with values in the space of ad-invariant rational functions on l × C 2 . Typically, we shall write q aff = (q, Q) where q ∈ Z(Ľ) and Q ∈ C * . Also we shall denote an element of l × C 2 by (a, ε 1 , ε 2 ) or (sometimes it will be more convenient) by (a, , ε) (note that for general P (unlike in the case P = G) the function Z aff G,P is not symmetric with respect to switching ε 1 and ε 2 ). As before, let us now denote by IH scheme U G,P should be thought of as an affine analog of the scheme QM G,P (this analogy is explained in more detail in [8] ).
Thus Theorem 6.7 can be considered as an affine version of Theorem 1.4 and Conjecture 6.5 (together with its generalization to arbitrary g mentioned above) is an affine version of Conjecture 2.9 (in fact, there should be a more general version of this conjecture, dealing not only with IH aff G but with arbitrary IH aff G,P ). To conclude the paper we are going to explain how to use this analogy with Conjecture 2.9 in order to derive the formulas (6.2) from Theorem 6.7. For χ, k ∈ C let M (χ, k) denote the Verma module over sl(2) aff with central charge k and highest weight χ (i.e. the standard generator h of sl(2) acts on the highest weight vector as multiplication by χ). According to [14] the algebra Vir is obtained by certain BRST reeduction from U (sl (2) Hence c = 1 + 6(ε 1 + ε 2 ) 2 ε 1 ε 2 and ∆ = (χ + 1) 2 − (k + 1) 2 4(k + 2) = − a 2 ε 1 ε 2 + (ε 1 + ε 2 ) 2 4ε 1 ε 2 , which coincides with (6.2).
